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Symbol Usage
N Population size (with 2N haplotypes) σ Proportion of matings that are self-fertilising F Wright's inbreeding coefficient, probability of identity-by-descent at a single gene, equal to σ/(2 − σ) at steady-state Φ Joint probability of identity-by-descent at two loci (Equation 1 ) N e Effective population size, equal to N/(1 + F ) with selfing A, B Loci carrying neutral, selected alleles r Recombination rate between loci A and B r ef f 'Effective' recombination rate, approximately equal to r(1 − 2F + Φ) with selfing R 2N r, the population-level recombination rate p 0 Frequency at which the derived allele at B becomes advantageous p 0,A Accelerated (effective) starting frequency of B appearing as a single copy, conditional on fixation s Selective advantage of derived allele at B h Dominance coefficient of derived allele at B t Number of generations in the past from the present day τ p0 Time in the past when derived locus became beneficial p(t) Frequency of beneficial allele at time t P c (t) Probability of coalescence at time t P r (t) Probability of recombination at time t P N E Probability that neutral marker does not coalesce or recombine during sweep phase P N E,SL P N E using 'star-like' approximation (no coalescence during sweep phase) P R,Sw Probability that neutral marker recombines during sweep phase P R,Sd Probability that neutral marker recombines during standing phase P M,Sw Probability that a lineage mutates during sweep phase P M,Sd Probability that a lineage mutates during standing phase H l , H h 'Effective' dominance coefficient for allele at low, high frequency π Pairwise diversity at site (π 0 is expected value without a sweep) π SV Pairwise diversity following sweep from standing variation π M Pairwise diversity following sweep from recurrent mutatioñ s 'Effective' selection coefficient to map hard sweep onto standing variation cases µ Probability of neutral mutation occurring per site per generation µ b Probability of beneficial mutation occurring at target locus per generation θ = 4N e µ Population level neutral mutation rate Θ b = 2N e µ b Population level beneficial mutation rate Figure 1 . A schematic of the model. The history of the derived variant is separated into two phases. The 'standing phase' (shown in light gray), is when the derived variant is segregating at a frequency close to p 0 for a long period of time. The 'sweep phase' (shown in dark gray) is when the variant becomes selected for and starts increasing in frequency. Scale on the left-hand side show allele frequency on an arbitrary log-scale. Dots on the right-hand side represent a sample of haplotypes taken at the present day, with lines representing their genetic histories. Samples can either coalesce or recombine onto the ancestral background during either phase. Solid lines represent coalescent histories for the derived genetic background; dotted lines represent coalescent histories for the ancestral background.
For tightly linked loci (r close to 0), the relatively rapid fixation time of the 133 derived variant makes it unlikely for a given neutral variant to be present on dif-134 ferent backgrounds (with respect to the selected locus), reducing neutral diversity.
135
Further from the target locus, recombination can transfer allele copies at A away 136 from the selected background to the ancestral background, so diversity reaches the 137 initial level. Self-fertilisation creates two key differences compared to outcrossing.
138
First, the adaptive allele trajectory, which underlies expected diversity patterns,
139
is affected by the levels of self-fertilisation (σ) and dominance (h). Second, the 140 effective population size (which determines the coalescence rate) and recombina-141 tion frequency are scaled by factors 1/(1 + F ) and 1 − 2F + Φ respectively, for Nordborg 2000) and Φ the joint probability of identity-by-descent at the two loci 145 (Roze 2009 (Roze , 2016 Hartfield and Glémin 2016) . At equilibrium, it equals:
Note that 1 − 2F + Φ approximates to 1 − F (as Φ ≈ F ) for most combinations 147 of recombination and selfing fractions, unless σ is close to one and r is high. The
148
N e scaling factor 1/(1 + F ) can also be a good approximation if there is non-
149
Poisson variation in offspring, unless female fitness strongly affects reproduction 
154
We will outline how both coalescence and recombination act during both of 155 these phases, and use these calculations to determine selective sweep properties.
156
Although previous models tended to exclude coalescence during the sweep phase,
157
including it is important for producing accurate matches with simulation results (Barton 1998; Charlesworth, in prep.) . We first look at the probability of events (coalescence or recombination) acting bine onto the ancestral background. Each event occurs with probability:
158
159
Simulation Procedures
Equation 2 is based on those obtained by Kaplan et al. (1989) , assuming that N e 212 is reduced by a factor 1+F due to self-fertilisation (Pollak 1987; Charlesworth 1992; 213 Caballero and Hill 1992; Nordborg and Donnelly 1997), and
is the 'effective' recombination rate after correcting for increased homozygosity 215 due to self-fertilisation (Nordborg et al. 1996; Nordborg 2000; Charlesworth and 216 Charlesworth 2010; Roze 2009 Roze , 2016 Hartfield and Glémin 2016) .
217
We are interested in calculating (i) the probability P N E that no coalescence 218 or recombination occurs; (ii) the probability P R,Sw that recombination acts on 219 a lineage to transfer it to the neutral background carrying the ancestral allele,
220
assuming that no more than one recombination event occurs per generation (see
221
Campos and Charlesworth (2019) for derivations assuming multiple recombination 222 events). We will go through these probabilities in turn to determine expected 223 pairwise diversity. For P N E , the total probability that the two lineages do not 224 coalesce or recombine over τ p 0 generations equals:
Here is a small term and 1 − is the upper limit of the deterministic spread ).
235
To calculate P R,Sw , the probability that recombination acts during the sweep,
236
we first calculate the probability that recombination occurs when the beneficial 237 allele is at frequency p . Here, no events occur in the time leading up to p , then 238 a recombination event occurs with probability 2r(1 − 2F + Φ)(1 − p ). P R,Sw is 239 obtained by summing this probability over the entire sweep from time 0 to τ p 0 , 240 which can be approximated in continuous time by integration:
P R,p dp /dt dp (5) where: phase, which for a single lineage equals:
r ef f (1 − p) dp/dt dp
Here, H l = F +h−F h, H h = 1−h+F h are the 'effective' dominance coefficients 250 when the beneficial variant is at a low or high frequency (Glémin 2012 competing exponential distributions with rates λ 1 and λ 2 , the probability of the 264 first event occurring given an event happens equals λ 1 /(λ 1 + λ 2 ) (Wakeley 2009 ).
265
Hence the probability that recombination occurs instead of coalescence equals:
The probability of coalescence rather than recombination is 1 − P R,Sd . Here captured by a genetic scan if a longer genetic region is analysed.
279
Effective starting frequency for a de novo mutation
280
When a new beneficial mutation appears at a single copy, it is highly likely to 281 go extinct by chance (Fisher 1922; Haldane 1927 originating from standing variation.
290
In Section B of Supplementary File S1, we determine that hard sweeps that go 291 to fixation have the following effective starting frequency:
where 
The full solution to Equation 9 can be obtained by plugging in the relevant 317 parts from Equations 3, 5 and 7, which we evaluate numerically. An analytical 318 approximation can be obtained by using the 'star-like' result for P N E (Equation 6).
319
In this case we are interested in calculating the probability of coalescence during the 320 standing phase P C,sd = 1−P R,sd , and the expected pairwise diversity approximates 321 to:
Equation 10 reflects similar formulas for diversity following soft sweeps in hap- . There is a factor of two in the power term to account for two lineages.
325
Note that both Equations 9 and 10 are undefined for h = 0 or 1 with σ = 0; these 326 cases can be derived separately. simulations, yet slightly overestimates them for high self-fertilisation frequencies.
330
Under complete outcrossing, baseline diversity is restored (i.e., E(π/π 0 ) goes to 1) The star-like approximation can be used to obtain analytical solutions for the 359 number of segregating sites and the site frequency spectrum (i.e., the probability 
380
Soft sweeps from recurrent mutation
381
So far, we have only focussed on a soft sweep that arises from standing variation.
382
An alternative type of soft sweep is one where recurrent mutation at the selected 383 locus introduces the beneficial allele onto different genetic backgrounds. We can 
Hermisson 2006b
). In this case the expected reduction in diversity now equals:
where P R,sw , P N E are modified to include mutations arising during the sweep Results for other recombination distances are in Section E of Supplementary File S1.
P R,p dp /dt dp (12) where:
p dp/dt dp
and:
P M,sw is the mutation probability during the sweep phase, and is similar to
393
Equation 12 except that 2r
is the derived allele frequency when the event occurs. P M,sd is the probability that,
395
at the sweep origin, the derived allele appears by mutation instead of coalescing,
396
and is defined in a similar manner to P R,sd (Equation 7):
where Θ b = 2N µ b . The coalescence probability is one minus P M,Sd . We can also 398 obtain an analytical solution using a 'star-like' approximation, which assumes that 399 no coalescence or mutation events occur during the sweep phase: populations, as each variant arises from an initial frequency close to 1/(2N ) (Fig-405 ure 3). Second, the two models exhibit different behaviour close to the selected 406 locus (R close to zero). The recurrent mutation model has diversity levels that are 407 greater than zero, while the standing variation model exhibits little diversity. As
408
R increases, diversity reaches higher levels in the standing variation case than for 409 the recurrent mutation case. Assuming weak recombination (so that P N E ≈ 1),
410
the recombination rate at which a sweep from recurrent mutation yields higher di-411 versity than one from standing variation is given when the coalescence probability 412 is higher for the mutation model than that for the standing variation case. This 413 change occurs at:
The last approximation arises as Φ ≈ F unless F is close to one, and recombi- sweeps, which was named the 'soft shoulder' effect (Schrider et al. 2015) . Due to 510 the reduction in recombination in selfers, these model results indicate that 'soft-
511
shoulder' footprints can arise over long genetic distances and should be taken into 512 account. One remedy to this problem is to not just classify genetic regions as being 513 subject to either a hard or soft sweep, but also as being linked to a region subject 514 to one of these sweeps (Schrider and Kern 2016) . These more general calculations 515 can also be extended to quantify to what extent background selection and sweeps 516 jointly shape genome-wide diversity in self-fertilising organisms (Elyashiv et al. 517 2016; Campos et al. 2017; Booker and Keightley 2018; Rettelbach et al. 2019) .
518
Charlesworth on providing advice on modelling selective sweeps, sharing unpub- 
